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Photos: Joshua O'Connell;
Fairfield Now (inset)

Students were seen through the window of Canisius 203, where they were held. Inset, Arbelo at graduation in 2001.
BY CHRIS ZEITZ
& SEAN TOOLIN

Rip Marini, the final hostage released from Canisius Hall Tuesday night,
described his captor as being determined
to gain publicity for his ideas and yet at
the same time fearful.

Marini observed that the hostagetaker, 24-year old alumnus Patrick
Arbelo of Bridgeport, squeamish at
times and almost as frightened as those
whom he held hostage. Dr. Elizabeth
Dreyer of the religious studies department characterized Arbelo on Wednesday as sometimes "child-like" and a

Students observe from the police line in front of Loyola Hall.

"very disturbed person."
Dreyer believed that the "chit-chat"
of the hostage negotiator and Marini's
effort towards establishing a bond with
Arbelo proved to be vital in the safe release of the hostages. Marini did a "wonderful job," in Dreyer's opinion, in establishing a relationship with Arbelo.

It appears that it was this bond between Marini and Arbelo that motivated
Arbelo to ask that Marini remain after
the last group of hostages was released
after 9 p.m. "I'm in charge here," Marini
told Dreyer, according to Dreyer. Dreyer
SEE

"HOSTAGE"

ON P.
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Lishts out!
The quad loses power
BY ETHAN FRY

"It was the most chaotic, yet entertaining thing that I have witnessed here
in the last four years," said Chrissy
Szaszfai '02, of the four and a half hour
blackout that enveloped much of the
university in darkness Sunday night from
approximately 1 a.m. to 5:30 in the
morning.
Szaszfai, who is a Resident Assistant in Gonzaga Hall, was on duty during the blackout. "I was wondering why
the first instinct for so many students was
to run outside, scream, light fire crackers, and throw toilet paper," she said. "I
was on duty, but there was so much chaos
that it was out of my hands and more for
security and the police department to
handle."
According to Todd Pelazza, director of security, the blackout was caused
by a transformer that failed on North
Benson road which supplied electricity
to much of the university. The outage
affected the entire campus except for the
townhouses.
Shortly after the blackout began, a
huge crowd filled part of the quad be-

tween Jogues Hall and Campion Hall.
Pelazza said the crowd was estimated at
600-700 people.
Shortly thereafter, Pelazza said that
"There were several noise complaints
called in to the Fairfield Police Department who responded with two officers.
When they saw size of crowd, approximately ten officers responded. Once
they did arrive, they asked people to go
back into the residence halls and quiet
down, within an hour, the crowd dispersed."
Pelazza also stated that no arrests
were made during the blackout.
"It was pure pandemonium the likes
of which I've never seen on this campus," said Justin Little '05.
"It was crazy, the power went out
and within an hour, it was like quadfestfireworks, screaming, flashlights all
over-sadly it was probably the most exciting thing that's happened all year,"
said Thorn Corsillo '05.
Other students did not even become
aware of the blackout until it was over.
"People were pounding on my door the
whole time, but I sleep like a log, I didn't
hear anything," said Nick Hudyma '04.

U.S poet laureate to
speak at Fairfield U.
pany of Robert Penn Warren, Elizabeth
PRESS RELEASE
FAIRFIELD, CONN - Robert Bishop, Stanley Kunitz and others when
Pinsky read the dictionary and day- he was named the nation's poet laureate
dreamed about the sounds of words as a in 1997.
child, later finding inspiration in the
Known as "the people's pod,"
work of Yeats, Ginsberg, Frost and Eliot. Pinsky combines the esoteric with the
On Wednesday, Feb. 27, Pinsky, everyday in his poetry, often trying to
mimic in his writing
Poet Laureate of
Robert Pinsk
the rhythm of the saxothe United States
phone, an instrument
from 1997 to
2000, will speak at
he plays.
Pinsky's honors
Fairfield
also include an AmeriUniversity's Open
can Academy and InVISIONS Forum.
stitute of Arts and Let"Keeping the Huters award, Poetry
manities Alive Via
magazine's Oscar
Poetry" is schedBlumenthal prize, the
uled for 7:30 p.m.
William Carlos Willin the Regina A.
iams Award and a
Quick Center for
Guggenheim Foundathe Arts.
tion Fellowship. His
Pinsky is powork has appeared in
etry editor of the
numerous magazines
online journal
and anthologies, in"Slate", a regular
cluding The New
contributor to
Yorker, Paris Review
"The NewsHour
Photo: Public Relations
and the Norton Antholwith Jim Lehrer"
on PBS and a professor in the graduate ogy of Modern Poetry.
writing program at Boston University.
The Pinsky lecture is co-sponsored
After an acclaimed writing and teach- by the Humanities Institute and the Coling career of 30 years, he joined the com- lege of Arts and Sciences.
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7:37 p.m. - A wallet was stolen from an unlocked locker in the female locker room
of the Rec Plex. Credit cards from the wallet were used off campus. Security
and Fairfield Police are investigating. Security reminds students to lock their
lockers to avoid theft.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7
8:03 a.m. - Vandalism was reported in Jogues 4. A sink was found smashed. Maintenance was requested.
10:43 a.m. - A vending machine on Campion 1 was found vandalized.
11:12 a.m. - The library's missing dual casette recorder was recovered.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9
10:57 p.m. - A motor vehicle accident occurred that involved injuries and a nonstudent, which originated at the Barlow gate. The non-student fled following
impact and re-entered campus via the main gate. He was apprehended following another collision at the rear of Canisius. The operator was arrested for
evasion and driving under the influence by Fairfield Police.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 10
4:06 a.m. - A Campion fire extinguisher glass door was smashed by an intoxicated
student. The student subsequently required medical attention and was transported to the health center.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11
1:24 a.m. - A campus wide power failure occurred when a transformer blew on
North Benson Road. It took over four hours to regain power. Broken bottles
were found and fireworks were discharged in the quad during a gathering of
hundreds. An officer was injured by debris. One person was referred to judicial over the fireworks discharge.
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Hostage situation ends peacefully

Photos: Joshua O'Connell
Students evacuated Gonzaga at approximately 4:45 PM. Students were not allowed back in until 12:30 AM. The building was
evacuated due to its proximity to Canisius.
I,
pleaded with Arbelo to resolve the situCONTINUED FROM P. 1
ation peacefully.
Mike Lesnik, '04, a resident of
was concerned, she said, when she left
Marini with Arbelo, but the suspect as- Gonzaga Hall, overheard that Canisius
sured her that Marini would be safe. At had been evacuated and was one of the
many students who watched through the
10:10 p.m. Marini was released.
However, the threat was not over, windows. Lesnik said that resident asaccording to police and university offi- sistants told students to evacuate the
cials. Though all the hostages were re- building. Authorities took precautions
leased, law enforcement officials still including this evacuation and a perimhad reason to believe that they could be eter was established.
As the evening progressed, numerdealing with a potential bomb threat, a
university official said. It was not until ous law enforcement agencies arrived on
Wednesday morning that an analysis campus. University security, Fairfield
proved that the device, which Arbelo had police, Connecticut State Police and
eventually the FBI responded to the
claimed to be a bomb, was in fact not.
A little after 11 p.m., police officials emergency, according to state and uniannounced in the Quick Center that the versity officials.
Throughout much of Tuesday
hostage-taker had surrendered and was
in police custody. This brought the seven evening, First Selectman Ken Flatto and
Selectman Denise Dougiello were monihours of tension on campus to a close.
Sometime around 4 p.m., Arbelo toring the situation as it unfolded. Flatto
entered Dreyer's classroom claiming to voiced concern for the safety of the hoshave a bomb, according to police spokes- tages during the night. Dougiello, a Fairman Sgt. Gene Palazzolo. Students who field alumna, was also concerned and,
were nearby the classroom reported a because of her relationship to the university, she wished that the situation
commotion and unusual behavior.
Erick Rodriguez observed students would "come to an end quickly."
According to Marini and published
tossing bags out the windows of the
classroom where the crisis was devel- reports, the alleged suspect's demand
oping. Rodriguez investigated and said was for an anti-Semitic statement to be
that some students whispered to notify read on WCBS radio. Arbelo dictated
university security. Arbelo had taken 23 that he would release a certain number
of hostages for each time that the statehostages, including Dreyer.
While observing the situation, Mike ment was read, according to Marini.
O'Donovan, '02 said that he noticed a Throughout the seven hours of the cricommotion evident in the hallway in the sis, Arbelo was convinced to release
second floor of Canisius Hall outside small groups of hostages until he was
Dreyer's classroom and thought that he left with only Marini as a hostage.
Arbelo was fearful at this point and
heard doors slamming. Two security
guards came to O'Donovan's classroom interested in ending the standoff, accordand told the students to leave the build- ing to Marini. Arbelo was arraigned on
ing immediately. According to Eva Wednesday on 28 counts of kidnapping
Senior Jerry Aversano holds an American flag while standing outside of the Chiundzinski '03 and Rodriguez Fr. Tho- and his bond was set at S 1 million dolmas Regan was on the scene early and lars.
Barone Campus Center.
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Arthur Andersen
partners speak out
BY CHRIS ZEITZ
Financial Officer Andrew Fastow. Enron
Just a short walk from the Andersen had used a legally accepted maneuver
Interactive Classroom, two partners of of a "special purpose vehicle" (SPV) to
embattled Arthur Andersen who are also improve their apparent profit numbers.
Fairfield alumni met with a concerned
The SPV in question, known as
university community this past Thurs- Chewco Investment L. P., is a partnerday.
ship which can be treated independently
Norm Solomon, dean of the of Enron as long as sufficient equity from
School of Business, characterized this as the partnership is provided by a source
an "open town meeting" for the benefit other than Enron. This equity was proof the university. For this reason, off- vided by a "large international financial
campus media organizations were not institution," according to Berardino's
permitted to attend. External press might testimony in front of Congress in De"inhibit" the "free flow" between the cember.
university community and the Andersen
However, Enron had a separate
representatives, said Doug Whiting, the agreement to further aide in the equity
associate vice president for Public Re- of Chewco, according to Berardino who
lations.
denied knowledge of this fact until No"Our fuvember. AcAndersen partner Frank Prudente
ture is very bright,"
cording to the
said John O'Neill,
Wall Street
'71, of Andersen,
Journal, this
though he would
financial inlater admit that his
stitution was
company "will end
Barclays
up writing a check,
P L C .
a big check," as a
Berardino's
result of the coltestimony to
lapse of Enron and
Congress in
actions by certain
December
members
of
was inaccuAndersen. Frank
rate, also acPrudente, '89, echcording to the
oed the sentiment
Journal, beof a bright future
cause
and vowed that
Barclays
Andersen would be
merely lent
a pioneer in its inmoney to two
dustry.
other compaAndersen
nies which
was the principle
then made
accounting firm for
rnoto: Amy womack the equity inEnron; which filed
vestment in
for bankruptcy protection after its stock Chewco.
plummeted. Enron's executives have
Additionally, the Journal reports
testified in front of several Congressional that Barclays was told in 1997, before
panels currently investigating the former Berardino's time as CEO, that "Arthur
energy giant's staggering collapse. The Andersen had reviewed the Chewco fiChief Executive Officer of Andersen, nancing structure... and approved it."
Joseph Berardino, '72, has also testified
A Securities Exchange Commission
in front of Congress twice.
(SEC) probe began in mid-October and
Berardino told Congress that an Andersen partner allegedly destroyed
his company is taking "immediate steps" a significant number of documents, acto improve their practices and their dwin- cording to Prudente and published redling public image. Those steps which ports. The partner, David Duncan, was
Berardino mentioned to Congress were also the top auditor for Enron and has
echoed within a few days by the since exercised his Fifth Amendment
Andersen partners at Fairfield. As out- right when called to testify in front of
lined by O'Neill on Feb. 7, the steps Congress. Prudente called this an "unAndersen has begun include the estab- fortunate" and "poor decision."
lishment of an oversight board, an OfThe Wall Street Journal discussed
fice of Audit Quality and an Office of Chewco in late October and by NovemEthics.
ber'Arthur Andersen reported that that
However, some members of the equity of this SPV prohibited it from
Congress were displeased with a lack of being declared independent. As a result,
"specifics" in Berardino's answers, ac- the disclosure compelled Enron to recording to MSNBC.com. "Your ship is duce their earning reports retroactively
going to go down and you're going to from 1997 onward by a total of $ 400
be lashed to the mast unless you start million.
talking to us," said Rep. Gary Ackerman,
Prudente said that Andersen "made
D. - N. Y.
an error in judgment" but O'Neill cauPrudente called Enron a "busi- tioned the painting of 80,000 Andersen
ness failure... not an audit failure." He employees with the same "brush that you
dubbed the Andersen employees who paint a handful of people in Houston."
looked into Enron as a "SWAT team"
It was a "bad decision by a very
once problems in accounting were ap- small number," was the belief which
parent.
Dean Solomon expressed. James Hays,
In August an executive at '04, an accounting major, said ihat judgEnron, Sherron Watkins, wrote a memo ment on Berardino and his company
to CEO Kenneth Lay voicing concern should be reserved until all the facts are
over accounting irregularities and Chief available.
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DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A Spring Break Super Sale! Book
your trip with StudentCity.com
FUN AND DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT? LOOK NO FURand save up to $100 per person to Cancun, Bahamas,
THER! Leading Executive
Jamiaxa, Padre and Florida.
Search firm seeks a detail oriMost popular student hotels
ented, computer proficient indiincluding the Oasis and the
vidual to assist in the areas of
internet research, database
Nassau Marriot Crystal Palace! Prices start at $399! Sale
management, special projects,
as well as to aid in supporting
ends soon! Call 1-800-293the company's most strategic
1443 or go to StudentCity.com!
agendas. If you have strong interpersonal and administrative-t Spring Break Tickets! Get a
skills, an energetic disposition
FREE MTV audience ticket to
and a self-driven attitude, we
select shows when you book
your Spring Break through
would like to speak with you.
StudentCity.com! Go to
Please fax resume to (203) 961
MTV.com
or
call
- 7001, or email ll@rmginc.net
StudentCity.com at 1-800-293Child Care Summer Help Wanted
1443 for details! Tours and tickMonth of August - We are
ets are limited.
looking for an energetic and
caring individual that can super- SPRING BREAK Last Minute
Specials...Save up to $100
vise 2 boys, ages 6 and 9 at our
home in Fairfield. The ideal situper person!!
Cancun,
ation would be 8:30-3:30 M-F.
Acapulco, Jamaica, BahaWe do have some flexibility on
mas, Florida Organize Your
the hours. Willing to pay comGroup and Travel Free!! Student Travel Services Call 800petitive salary for the right can648-4849 www.ststravel.com
didate. If interested please
email khughes56@yahoo.com
or call 259-0093
Student Help Wanted- Business,
finance or economics major.
Part time, interesting work, foLIFEGUARD/HEAD LIFEGUARD
Summer positions. Minimum
cus on organizing financial
qualification Red Cross Senior
records for a non profit organiLife Saving Certificate. One
zation and financial projects.
season experience as working
Some experience helpful.
Good pay. Frequent bus serlifeguard. Housing in Greenwich, CT, if necessary. Call
vice available. Will reimburse.
203-531-7480 for interview.
Fax resume to 203-459-0236
or call, evenings and weekends
only, 203-459-0355
Local Children's Theater group is
looking for someone to create,
design and build scenery for up- Student Help Wanted - Liberal
coming spring production. PartArts, Political Science or simitime work or internship
lar major. Part time, interesting work, focus on global sopossiblities ideal for college stucial issues and geopolitics.
dent.... Please fax resume and
cover letter to (203)319-1927,
Good pay. Frequent bus serattn:
Jon.
or
email
vice available. Will reimburse.
Fax resume to 203-459-0236
EastonDrama@aol.com
or call, evenings and weekends
only, 203-459-0355
Mexico/Caribbean or Central
America $300 round trip plus
tax. Europe $179 one way plus You don't have to sell knives to
make money in college. Start/
tax. Other world wide destinaown your own international
tions cheap. Book tickets online
telecommunications company
www.airtech.com or (212) 219for minimal investment. Seri7000.
ous/business minded students
Sports Teams - Clubs - Student
only! Call (203) 565-0714 or
visit collegestudentsexcel.com
Groups Earn $1k-2k with the
easy campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. YOUR AD CAN APPEAR HERE!
Call George at 256-6594 for the
Does not involve credit card
latest rates. Reach thousands
applications. Fundraising
with a Mirror classified ad!
dates are filling quickly,
so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
(888) 923-3238, or visit
Jamaica,
Bahamas & S.Padre
www.campusfundraiser.com

SPRING BREAK
' www.studentexpress.com'

Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun and Jamaica
from $459. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More! Organize small group - earn FREE
trips plus commissions! Call 1800-GET-SUN-1

L

Call Now: 1-800-787-3787 .
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Florid*
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It's election \WhoTiz>hof\
time!
:

Candidates
meet to discuss,
debate today in
the Campus
Center
BY CHRIS WOOD

It's that time of year again. Those
nifty campaign signs are up all over campus as another FUSA election is underway.
Four candidates are running for the
coveted position of FUSA President.
The candidates, all juniors, are Karen
Donoghue, Vin Farisello, Patrick
Noonan and Jordan Schibler.
Vice President of Senate candidates
include juniors Casey Butterly and
Michael Franco. The lone candidate for
Vice President of Programming is Joni
Saunders '03.
Tuesday's primary will narrow the
presidential race to two candidates. A
general election will be held the following Tuesday, Feb. 26.
The FUSA elections are being held
earlier than normal this year because of
the odd placement of Spring Break and
Easter Break in the academic calendar.
"We wanted to alleviate having to
run a campaign during Easter Break and
Spring Break," election, official Ed
Hertwig '02 said.
This year's FUSA candidates draw
from varied backgrounds of experience
and involvement on campus, but represent some common views. (See sidebar
for profiles on FUSA presidential can-

didates.)
A common issue addressed by the
candidates is the problem of student apathy. "Apathy, to me, is the opposite of
student pride," Donoghue said. Noonan
agreed, saying, "We need to find more
creative ways to increase school spirit."
All candidates found beach relations
to be important as well.
For Farisello, chairman and cofounder of the Board of Governors,
many university-related issues may begin, but do not end, with FUSA.
"The main objective of any campus
government should be to uphold and
defend student's rights-I feel that FUSA
has become distracted from carrying out
this vital function," Farisello said.
Schibler also holds this sentiment,
saying he aspires to "develop a student
government that works for all student
needs."
A debate among the candidates for
FUSA President and Vice President of
Senate will be held at 11:30 a.m. today
in the Barone Campus Center, according to Hertwig at press time.
The FUSA debates will be open to
all students on the first floor of the
Barone Campus Center and will be
broadcast by the Ham Channel.
The presidential debate will start
with three-minute opening statements by
all candidates. A question-and-answer
period will be conducted, the questions
being generated by the student audience.
The debate will be moderated by the
debate team.
The questions will be addressed
with a one-minute response from the
addressed candidate, followed by 30second rebuttals by the other candidates.
The debate will conclude with twominute closing remarks.
A similar format will also be used
for the vice presidential debates.

FUSA Election
Timetable
* Thursday, Feb. 14 - FUSA President and Vice
President of Senate debates. They will begin at
11:30 a.m. in the Barone Campus Center. All are
invited to attend to ask questions of the candidates.
* Tuesday, Feb. 19 - Primary election for FUSA
Presidential candidates. Time and location TBA.
* Tuesday, Feb. 26 - General election for FUSA
President, Vice President of Senate, and Vice President of Programming. Time and location TBA.
Any questions, please contact the FUSA office,
located in the basement of the Barone Campus Center, x4040.

•

Vin Farisello '03
Hometown: Watertown, CT
Major(s): Politics, Philosophy

—Chairman/Co-Founder, Board of
Governors for Clubs and Organi
zations.
—Senator for the Class of 2003,
serving on the Judiciary Commit
tee.

ISSUES
Students Rights—work towards creating a Student's Rights Advocate position
in the cabinet.
Town/school relations - promote regular dialogue through open forums with students and town officials.
_ ,, >, „
School Spirit - encourage a stronger concentration on athletics in the Programming Branch by having FUSA purchase more tickets for events like Arena basketball
games.
/ would like to be FUSA President because...
" I do more than just talk about change, I have actual programs, ideas, and policy
plans that actually could change the face of FUSA."
Patrick R. Noonan '03
Hometown: Boston. MA
Class of "03
Major(s): Finance
—Former Student Body President
of High school.
—Former active leader on the
Boston Mayors Youth Council
ISSUES:
Beach Relations - foster student support from the administration and to work
harder to create a better student and resident relationship.
Student Voice - make student opinions and concerns a higher priority in the eyes
of the administration.
Parking - work toward a solution that better accommodates all the students, according to student opinion.
/ want to be FUSA President because...
" I can provide the student body with a strong voice, leadership, and representation. I understand and have experienced the problems at the beach and the frustrations
on campus and feel confident that I can promote, nurture and sustain student issues
with the administration in order to create a better environment."
Karen Donoghue '03
Hometown: West Bridgewater, MA
MajorCs): Management, Commu
-—Student Alumni Association:
President: 2000 to present
—FUSA: Class Vice President,
Co- director of Class of 2003:
1999-present
ISSUES
Fail-field University Apathy—create an environment where students, faculty,
and administration are proud to be part of campus li fe.
School Spirit—produce a sense of belonging where the Fairfield University as a
whole will support sports teams, celebrate academic excellence, and support creative
programming.

•
•
*
«
•
.
•
/ want to be FUSA president because...
•
"I have the ability, dedication, and pride to develop a Fairfield Community that *
maximizes all the opportunities that our university has to offer. The future of this uni- •
versity is ours to create."
•
Jordan Schibler '03
Hometown: East Greenwich. Rl
Major(s): Information Systems
- 3 years involved with FUSA. as
Co-Director for Class of 2003 and
as the Director of Treasury.
- Executive Coordinator of Oricn
tation2001.
ISSUES
FUSA Reform - to work on developing a student government that works for all
student needs on and off campus by listening to what the students want.
On-Campus Programs - improve concerts, weekend programming, and all other
FUSA sponsored events.
Fairfield Beach - plan to tackle many of the issues surrounding the beach including the injunction and off campus fines.
/ want to be the FUSA President because...
"I feel that I have the experience and motivation needed to help make a difference on and ofi' campus."
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You get what you pay for
Apartment construction cuts many corners

BY LAURA WALSH

Construction is an ambiguous term.
In the past few years at Fairfield, it has
been associated with mess, noise and
seemingly unnecessary chaos, but the
benefits, such as a newly-renovated library, have left us feeling satisfied and
rewarded.
Well...sort of.
Now that the dust has finally settled
and students have begun to steadily use
the apartment Complex or any renovated
dorms, there have been some concerns
regarding how carefully the construction
was performed.
And our worries may be warranted,
according to a construction laborer who
did work for Harry Grodsky Corporation, the company employed by the university to install a new pipe line for the
heating and cooling systems in Sept. '99.
"I assisted in putting the underground pipe near Kostka and Claver and
that was not done well at all," he said.
"It was just a real rush job. I worked 10
to 11 hours a day and even on Saturdays.
And even then, the pipe was not installed
properly."
The worker, who requested to go
unnamed, claimed that the trenches
which hold the pipes, were not dug correctly, causing insufficient room for the
water within the pipe to expand. The
vault, which holds the expansion valve,
would fill up with water and have no
where to put it. The end result: a mixture of water and dust rising from the
ground in the form of hot steam.
"It made the whole parking lot ap-

pear dirty and smoggy," said Lou was implemented to approve and watch get it designed and built so we could acScanzillo, '03, a resident of Claver dur- over all the different phases of the con- cept the Class of 2004," said Taylor. Due
to the enormity of the class, the univering his freshman year. "You didn't want struction.
"An independent testing agency was sity felt even more pressure to build the
to breathe it in because you didn't know
hired, separate from the university and apartments on time.
what the heck it was."
Although most students seem
Junior Lynn Raimondo lived in the hired contractors, to test steel, make
pleased
with their decision to live in the
Kostka her freshman year, and agrees sure it was the proper size, test concrete
with Scanzillo's assessment. "Walking as it was being poured," said Taylor. "I apartments, which offer a more indepento class on any given day, we would received reports in regard to any deficien- dent living-style than the dorms, some
wonder if they are suffersuddenly enter the
ing the consequences of a
depths of underground
hasty construction job.
sewage in a "Teenage
"I really like living
Mutant Ninja Turtles"
here, especially because
movie. Totally wild
there are four bedrooms,
and
outrageous,
but I have noticed that the
dude."
water pressure is really bad
Richard Taylor,
and the walls are really
assistant vice presithin," said Jarrod Bean,
dent of Campus Op'03. "The people next to
erations, said that the
us and below us complain
underground pipes are
all time that we are too
still being worked on,
noisy. I definitely think the
even now, and will be
walls could have been built
completed this summore solidly."
mer. "The piping
Junior
Amanda
work still continues,"
Photo: Bridget Smith
said Taylor. All the The apartments are not up to par.
Martignetti is very satislines are being extended to the library, cies, which were few. The town of Fair- fied with her apartment, but is annoyed
to Bannow Science Center and to the field has an excellent police and fire de- by the fact that her sink has cracked on
campus center. The work done this partment and we were not allowed to several occasions. "I feel that they really designed the apartment well. They
summer should be the final phase."
open the building without their OK."
Questions surrounding the new
Students, however, remain skeptical, really just thought of so many details. It
apartments have popped up, as well. especially because the construction was was, however, very frustrating to come
According to Taylor. "Fairfield did take done in such a short amount of time. "It back from a semester abroad to find a
the lowest bid for both the apartments just seemed to me that they threw the sink on the floor. And although they
and any Kostka/Claver renovations. apartments together really quickly," said fixed it once all ready, it is broken again."
"If it is a structural problem, then it
That's standard industry policy." Tay- Scanzillo. Taylor does admit that the
lor does add, however, that all of the design and build of the apartment com- should have been dealt with earlier," said
Martignetti.
materials used were up to par with uni- plex was a "fast tract."
"We only had a year and a half to
versity standards and a testing agency
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Customized Facials
Special Student Rate $55.00

Open 10-6 Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

58 Post Road
Across from Ashe Creek Saloon

-day make-up

FURZE & ACKLEY
COME TO FURZE & ACKLEY AND TRY
OUR $99 COMPLETE EYEWEAR SPECIAL!
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* FREE EXAM
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Consultant at the American Academy of Cosmetology

4270 Main St, Bridgeport • 372-4569
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544 Riverside Avenue, Westport
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He loves me...he loves me not
A day of love
BY LAURA PFEIFER

"Before I met you, I used to think
that forever was so long...but now I
realize that it's not long enough."
Thank you, Hallmark, for making
me cry in the middle of the mall.
Feb. 14, time of cutesy cards,
mounds of center-filled chocolates, and
the universal day of amour. I love this
day. It combines some of my favorite
things; chocolate, the color red, flowers,
and, oh yeah, my boyfriend.
Until I met him, it was just another
day of the year that I could combine all
of my favorite things, sans my
boyfriend, just in
different ways. The
day would consist of
my girlfriends and I
eating that Russell
Stover's
heartshaped box of
chocolate, wearing
the various shades of
red, and lamenting
the fact that we had
no one when we
were convinced that
we were the most
desirable girls in the school.
But now that I am in a relationship,
Valentine's Day is so much more than
just a day. Sure, it seems like just a day
made for gift giving, false sentiments
and declarations of love so that you can
either make up for the rest of the year
that you were bitchy to each other or
just to have someone to "have
someone."
However, I beg to differ. It is so
much more than the superficial reasons
of candy, cards, and carnal lust—did
you ever notice how many people were
born in November?—count back nine

A day of bitterness

months.
Love is in the air. The plethora of
roses that transforms the mailroom into
1-800-FLOWERS, the sweet smell of
chocolate, the squeals of delight when
you open that diligently picked out card
from Hallmark that says romantic
sayings that you or your mate wants to
say but just can't formulate into a
coherent sentence. I love that.
I relish the fact that the world seems
to be more alive, more in love, on this
one day of the year. Being able to spend
it with "the one" makes this Thursday,
just a simple day of the week, seem that
much more special, more meaningful,
more perfect than
any other Valentine's
Day in the past. The
whole world seems
to be in love with
you.
So take a walk
with the one you
love. Give him a
single-red
rose.
Spoon and cuddle.
Stroll around NYC,
stop at the Empire
State Building (think
Sleepless in Seattle), walk through
Central Park (When Harry Met Sally),
take a Handsome Cab ride, and maybe
stop at the ultra-romantic Serendipity 3
(Serendipity) to share a sundae.
Snuggle and watch the movies in
parentheses above. Rent the classics—
"An Affair to Remember" or
"Casablanca." Cook for him or her.
Take her to a romantic restaurant in or
around Fairfield. Make a homemade
Valentine's Day card. Tell him or her
how you really feel. Serenade her. Write
her a poem. Have a Happy Valentine's
Day.

BY MELISSA DIFIORE

When people think of Valentine's
Day, a day of love and romance usually
comes to mind. Candy, roses, and a
special evening with that perfect person
are the common ideas associated with
Feb. 14.
But not everyone is celebrating.
Many view the day as a bitter reminder
of their heartbreaks or single status.
"Valentine's day is a great day,
especially if you have someone to spend
it with," said Valerie Achkhanian '04, "but
seeing everyone get packages, flowers,
and presents, when you aren't able to
receive gifts, can make the day look not
as great."
Not only does
Valentine's Day put
a negative light on
being single, but it
also makes it
harder for couples
involved in long
distance
relationships.
Being away from a
significant other is
hard enough during ordinary days, but on
a holiday celebrating love, it can be
painful not to be close to your boyfriend
or girlfriend.
"I know the pain of being away from
a loved one on Valentine's Day since my
boyfriend is in England," said Zoya
Yaduichuk, '03. "The distance makes it
hard and the day can make you really sad
instead of happy."
Even for people that are in a perfectly
happy relationship, Valentine's Day can
bring some tension or unwanted pressure
to couples. High prices, long lines, and
unhappy reactions from significant others
can cause people to become fed up with

the supposed "special day."
"Last year my girlfriend and I spent
over two hours waiting for restaurant
reservations," said Victor Izquierdo, '02.
"After a long wait and poor service, my
girlfriend was disappointed with the gift
I had bought her. That was the last year.
I shall not celebrate Valentine's Day
again until I am married!"
Many students fe'el that one of the
biggest problems with Valentine's Day
is the high commercialism. Companies
tend to raise prices on everything so they
can make a profit, and it's hard not to
notice the surplus of Valentine's Day
products.
Valentine's Day decorations and
supplies
are
prevalent right
after Christmas,
reminding
everyone to begin
shopping as soon
as possible. With
all the ads for
flowers,
chocolate and
jewelry, many
feel pressured
into buying more than they can afford.
"Valentine's Day is a day to show
your love and your devotion, and also
the deepness of your wallet," said Jake
Pierson, '05.
While it's nice to have a day put
aside for loved ones to celebrate, it's
important not to get carried away with
the superficiality that the holiday brings.
"I don't understand why people
make such a big fuss over Valentine's
Day. If there is love among the couple
than every day should be special, and
people should prove their love in other
ways besides materialistic gift giving,"
said Michael Dougherty, '04.

Hunger Cleanup receives gold medal
BY RICH GRUFFI
*

On April 6, 2002, Fairfield University will
continue in its 13 year tradition by participating
in their 14th Annual Hunger Cleanup. The event
is sponsored through Fairfield University Campus Ministry and coordinated nationally by the
National Student Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness (NSCAHH). This student-run,
national organization uses donations for community building and education programs both
domestically and abroad, with a network of over
600 college campuses in the United States.
Nearly 110 schools across the country will be
participating in the Hunger Cleanup this year by
recruiting volunteers and raising sponsorship
money. Volunteers provide service at local area
worksites in the form of spring cleaning, paint-
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Rich Gruffi, Christopher Dill, Father Kelly, Jen Hecker, Sara
Brady and Kevin O'Donnell with the award for last year's
Hunger Cleanup success.

ing, and landscaping.
Half the donations are given directly to local
charities, while the other half is given to the
NSCAHH to help fund their service work cross the
country and around the world.
Last year's campaign at Fairfield University
was answered by over 300 volunteers, including
university students, faculty, alumni and local residents. $8,500 was raised, which allowed donations
to be made to various organizations inclduing
Aspira, Caroline House, and Families in Transition,
all located in Bridgeport, CT. This year, Fairfield
hopes to extend a hand to more charities by setting
a goal of S10,500. This is only possible through the
involvement and support of nearly 500 participants.
While allowing the university community to
SEE "HUNGER" ON P.

8
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Hunger cleanup an enriching experience
CONTINUED FROM P. 7
participate in a unique day of outreach,
the effects of this event touch members
of the local community as well.
"Each year as we prepare for
Fairfield University's Hunger Cleanup,
my son begins to imagine what job he
will be promoted to, how much more he
can earn over last year and what food
will be offered at the finish up picnic
back at the university. Through the eyes
of a now 9 year old, in his 6th HCU, I
am rejuvenated and inspired to better
myself," states Jeanne DiMuzio, Director of Wellness and Prevention at
Fairfield University. "THE HCU has
become the cornerstone of a family values education in our household. Not only
has it inspired my son to look outside
his box, but has also challenged us as a
family to live more modestly, selflessly

and most of all, more humbly."
We would like to extend an invitation to local area residents to join us in
our efforts through a donation, by participating in the event, or both. As many
have already experienced, it is a day
filled with community spirit and inspiration, as volunteers spend a morning
painting a family center, landscaping
around a playground, or sweeping the
floors of a shelter with a homeless
man. With the assistance of our local
community, we can all work together to
fight poverty and homelessness regionally and abroad.
For more information, please contact Rich Gruffi, a Fairfield University
Hunger Cleanup Co-Chairperson, at
(203)256-7371, or via e-mail at:
hungercleanup@campus.fairfield.edu
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Hunger Cleanup Dates
Signups:
Thursday, February 14 - Friday, February 15
Tuesday, February 19 - Friday, February 22
**Signups are in the main level of the Barone
Campus Center 12-2 p.m. and 5-7 p.m.

Soup and Bread Night
Tuesday, March 19th

Work Date:

:

;%

Saturday, April 6: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

DISHINGit Out
BY RITA VERDIRAME

This Week:
Cinzano's Ristorante
For all of you oblivious to the fact,
today is Valentine's Day. Looking for a
nice restaurant to take your significant
other to tonight?
Chances are you waited until the last
minute and haven't made any
reservations yet.
With many places
you're going to get the "access denied"
speech from a bunch of hostesses.
But if you're willing to try, I'd
suggest you put Cinzano's restaurant at
the top of your calling list.
They take walk ins and will accept
last minute reservations for tonight. It's
worth waiting in line for a table.
Cinzano's is an Italian restaurant
that is only five minutes from Fairfield
University. The ambiance provides for
a first-rate dining experience.
The lighting inside is very soft and
the peach walls are covered with murals
of the Italian countryside. Soft music
plays in the background, perfect for a
romantic night for two.
Start off with one of their appetizers.
The menu includes such items as hot and
cold 'antipasto', fried mozzarella, and a
variety of seafood dishes, to name a few.
The hot antipasto (Antipasto Caldo,
$8.95) is a mixture of seafood covered
in marinara sauce. It's delicious.
I would not opt to try the cold
antipasto. A cold antipasto usually
consists of Italian meats, cheeses,
tomatoes and peppers. The meats were
very thick and chewy, and there was little
to eat in the plate.
Looks can be deceiving, especially
with this dish. At first sight it looks to
be a big portion, but to your
disappointment, it's mainly a bed of
lettuce.
For your main entree, Cinzano's
offers chicken, pasta, veal, fish, and steak
dishes. With your dish you can order a
nice vegetable or salad.
Their spinach sauteed with garlic
and oil (Spinach Con Aglio e Olio,
$3.95) is mouth watering, though I
wouldn't recommend you ordering it if
you plan on smooching tonight!

Portion sizes are worth the value and
all entrees are accompanied by either a
salad or pasta. I would recommend for
a pasta their homemade Gnocchi—a
potato based pasta—in Tomato cream
sauce with spinach (Gnocchi Alia
Romano, $14.95).
My entree was breaded chicken
covered in mushrooms, peppers and
onions (Polio Alia Paesano, $13.95). I
didn't care for it, but for what it's worth,
the portion was really big. This,
however, did not turn out well for me,
because I had more of what I didn't like.
There's nothing better than finishing
off a good meal with a dessert. A hint
for the romantic couple: order one for
the two of you and ask for extra spoons.
Cinzano's has an extensive dessert
menu that includes sorbets, ice creams,
chocolate cake, cheesecake, and day-today specialties like creme brulee
(yummy) and homemade apple torte alia
mode.
As for prices, they are consistent
with those of most upscale restaurants.
Here is a rundown on the highest and
lowest prices per entree category:

■
I

Appetizer
Pasta
Chicken
Fish
Veal
Steak

$5.95-8.95
$10.95-14.95
$13.95-15.95
$14.95-22.95
$14.95-16.95
$17.95-19.95

I

I

■

I
I
I
I
I

Call as soon as possible if you are
interested, for the best availability. The
place fills up fast during the evenings.
••••••

•" Cinzano's Ristorante \
•1920 Black Rock Turnpike *
•.
(203)367-1199
/
•• • • •
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Kick it up a notch!
Ti-Chi-Bo is the exercise class to take
BY LAURA PFEIFER

So by now you've realized that the
RecPlex isn't going to get any less
crowded. Basically, you have two
options; cross your fingers and hope that
Bacardi is the new Dexitrim, or throw
your butt into gear and sweat it out in an
aerobics class offered by your school.
This 2002 spring semester at
Fairfield University holds many a class
for the inner Jane Fonda in all of us, the
most popular being the miraculously
effective, sold out, Ti-Chi-Bo, offered
Monday and Wednesdays from 7:30
until 8:30 and Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 7:15 until 8:15, both evening
classes.
For a mere $35.00, those students
who ditched the treadmill lines get a
certified health and fitness instructor to
help them kick their way into their spring
break bikinis.
A mixture of Tae Bo and
Kickboxing, students learn four basic
punches and three basic kicks. Energetic
combinations of the two, mixed in with
squats, push-up and abdominal sessions,

this total body workout
leaves you feeling
pumped and ready
for action.
"Sure, your
legs hurt and
you can't really
bend over for
the first week,
but it's all
worth it,"
said Ti-ChiBo returnee,
T r i c i a
Cipriani '04.
"It's a
great aerobic
workout, a lot
of fun, and
gets you in
shape,"
she
said.
"It is
different than the
boring routine of
going to the gym."
Why take the
classes? Well Courtney
Fitzpatrick, '02, RecPlex employee

Cheers

figured, "some people took
them because of the
crowding. It's a set
time to work out."
When asked if the
classes have had
any effect on the
workout
waiting time,
Fitzpatricjc
says that it
hasn't really
let up yet.
J e n n
Mochi, '04,
feels that TiChi-Bo brings
variety to her
workout. "It's
much more fun
than running
everyday."
Deborah
Tung, instructor of
the
Tuesday/
Thursday
classes,
started teaching at
airfield University three years ago and

has been a fitness instructor for seven
years. The popularity has apparently
grown for these classes.
"My first semester teaching, I had
four girls in the class," said Tung. "Then
the classes caught on and they just went
nuts. It's always packed the first few
classes but by the end, you have a group
of core girls who come every week."
. While these classes are full, you can
still burn those pesky winter pounds by
joining the yoga bandwagon. Hatha
Yoga, "a mixed level class with postures,
breathing exercises, and relaxation" as
advertised by the RecPlex, is still open.
For $75, you can shed the stress of
school and reconnect with your inner
self. If that doesn't strike up an interest,
why not try beginner or. intermediate
Pilates class for $35? These exercises
have special breathing patterns that help
to give you "strength, flexibility, and
improved body alignment."
For further information, call the
RecPlex at ext. 4141, or if you're in line
for an hour waiting for a Stairmaster,
why not just ask the front desk?

<

Send in your Cheers & mirror@fairl .fairfield.edu
Boos to the Mirror today! Mail: BoxAA

to Shakira...to groundhog...to
swallow...to free rounds...to shangin it
up, love you girls!.. .to every night until
spring break...to P-A-T-S, Pats Pats
Pats...to Red Sox in 2002...to Billy
JoeLito the smoky bandits...to Melle,
thanks for getting me out...to Laur the
best roommate ever...to drunken photos
with random guys...to Laur dating Gia
and then Dunbar...to getting totally
wasted on a Wed night in Campion
2...to Shangrila, keep those parties
coming girls...to KPG, way to grow
some...to saki bombs...to the punch is
good but the beer ain't bad either...to
Tues afternoon kegs at the Crow's
Nest...to the best punch ever...to being
an after school special...to playing
Beirut and yelling at people actually
going to class...to being 3 for 11...to
jengaing...to Kate's side ponytaiL.to
hypnotic...to fiends saving you from a
beer goggle disaster...to Stephanie's
cousin...to
starting
the
phenomenon...to fiatso...to Foxwoods
at 3 am...to finally "getting it"...to the
worst/best moment of your life...to
insane girls...to love and lates, yeah we
didL.t o Skip the Mahopac God, I'll
pray to you any day...to the flat-chested
tap dancers of America...to the WU and
the Midwest...to our soph boys, you're
always there...to losing the big V minus
the big O.. .to buuudddyyy, you stud.. .to
townhouse 108...to soph baseball
players, you are hot...to Sal and Gary
forever...to the Jl boys...to pearl
necklaces, "when she's gone, that boy
is mine!"...to my "left hand, right hand,
and my @$$"...to the "chotch," at the
center of it all...to the regulator at the

Shangrila...to drunken phone calls, so
that's why my cell phone bill is so
high...to Sir Mix-a-lot and liking big
butts...to the picture capturing the
"falling down the stairs" moment...to
whoever booed guys sleeping on park
benches...to going fishing, even ice
fishing...to sexy one's second 21st...to
the med's guy giving us the happy meal
bag...to the 'confessional' being
closed...to the maze on Tuesday night...to
Buuuddy, for being the biggest pimp on
the baseball team...to groundhog...to
frequent flier miles...to going to the
grape with no money and leaving
wasted...to free drinks for Shakira at the
Grape...to "borrowing" beer from other
houses just to play beiruit...to Boss Man
and Maverick...to sparkin one in the quad
during the blackout...to Andy calling it
the LRH...to Black Rock Tuesdays...to
huiiiiii Kate's way...to Funkercisc.to
getting a package from your friend's
mom...to whoever asked who the Elite
were and where they came from, I gotta
see this...to my surprise 21 days before
my 21st birthday party...to Real World
Fairfield...to everything happening for a
reason...to Karen Donoghue running for
FUSA president...to surprising Kerri 21
days before her 21st...to playing
@$$hole at the Levee this weekend...to
the JO's, we love you...to the Oregon
Trail, gotta love those snakebites...to
Malibu on the rocks...to the
Olympics...to old hookups coming back
for more...to spring break around the
corner...to 69 degree weather in Feb...to
Kostka kegs...to Claver kegs...to still
livin for today, in these last days of
time...to Shelly "the Machine"
Levenc.to Richard Roma...to reason...to
late night talks with your friends...to
baby steps...to ice tea and billiards

to super stalkers...to no heat for a day...to
dork nauts...to bad combos...to sleeping
sitting up...to hot guy, old woman...to
stealing our tap, give it back...to the
creepy guys who followed us in a room
and then locked the door...to hearing
about "the elite" every week, who even
calls them that?...to the USS JFK, stop
hitting other ships...to the US Navy,
please send the Theodore Roosevelt
battle group home on time...to the
Johnston porno store for getting raided
for illegal activities...to Beavis and Dhead, get a mirror, you're beat...to Mardi
Gras plans falling through...to the
"midnight muncher"...to shutting off the
alarm completely, instead of hitting
snooze...to football recruits puking on
the rug...to "would it be inappropriate to
say..."...to people who steal taps, sooo
cool...to the "chore-wheel"...to puking
on your friends shoe...to making your
friend apologize for you puking on your
friends shoe...to Jordan leaving at 7...to
bones not inviting us on the ski trip...to
everyone on the ski trip for not telling
us...to jojo leaving early...to girls who
think that they get it...to wishing you
were 21...to insane girls...to the no
girlfriend rule...to the wh*re house next
door...to all my friends who are bio
majors that I never see...to the housing
lottery.,.to the locker room...to girl in
J412. pick one guy and stick to it...to
mohgo stop looking at yourself in the
mirror....to Erica and Danielle...to rp f
as together forever...to pasta, stop
treating our room like sh*t...to butter you
are weak...to mase.. you're the
beatness...to A am's...to Mark and
44()'s...to townies at the Grape...to
complicated
relationships... to
continuously falling up the stairs...to
getting ditched for "mivs night" case

W

races...to friends going home every
weekend, yeah that's you Sara...to the
guy at the rattlesnake who really wasn't
gay...to the larts, who walk around like
their farts don't stink...to the fatal step
at pier 7...to the bad beer at the
maze...to boys who pretend they don't
notice...to no valentine...to boys who
think if you hook up, that you want to
be their girlfriend...to stealing taps...to
friends who hook up with your exboy friend...to afros...to juniors at the
Grape...to the @SShole(s) who found
my lost id card and proceeded to use
S100 of my stag bucks in the Jogues
vending machines over the course of a
few hours, way to go fatties...to macho,
pigheaded football players who think
they are God's gift to women, guess
again, you guys got nothing more to
give then an excess amount of
STD's...to Jogues fire alarms at 5:45
am...to being in the presence of alcohol
being a point, get a life...to Cubans...to
wetting the bed...to never going to bed
at the planned time...to all my girls
being sick, feel better...to never seeing
Jessica Helen, I miss you...to fumes
from spray paint...to the "girl" who
thinks she got him—just keep thinking
you did...to hold on a sec, no wait you
suck, I'm gone...to cheesy senior girls,
you also suck and you belong in the
apts...to car accidents...to girls who try
to blow up your scene...to the people
who call those girls "the elite," nobody
else does, you're obviously obsessed,
just get over it...to girls who don't get
naked when they lose in beirut without
racking...to it not being a world of
men...to it being a world of
clockwatchers, officeholders „.
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[editorial]

Fairfield University, by nature, is a place where
students, faculty and school officials are not expected
to stare straight into the eyes of one of the most
absurd and terrifying situations possible. Who would
have ever thought a hostage situation could happen
here? Who would have ever been prepared for such
an ordeal?
But now, many are asking the question, "Who
would have ever known that a community so removed from many of the uglier sides of life would
have ever come through with flying colors?"
As numerous helicopters flew overhead and
crowds of students gathered outside the Barone
Campus Center, aerial shots of Canisius Hall interrupted the Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City in
millions of homes across the country. And as
Fairfield gained national publicity in one of the most
horrific ways one can imagine, hope remained alive
both within academic building and in the hearts of
viewers on campus and around America.
And on this awe-inspiring and yet ominous stage,
numerous members of the Fairfield community set a
courageous example despite an unenviable situation.
Various students showed a tremendous amount of
bravery in a dire situation unimaginable to the rest of
us.
University and Town of Fairfield officials, two
groups that have had a history of sometimes not
seeing eye to eye, worked impeccably well throughout the crisis and eventually navigated what could
have been a tragic situation to a peaceful end.
And in what was an example of grace under
pressure if there ever was one, Fr. Thomas Regan
attempted to calm a volatile situation to a nonviolent
end before police activity was even present.
Tuesday, as Fairfield University gained national
attention for all the wrong reasons, the Fairfield
community provided a model example for universities around the country.
But let us not forget that this gives us the perfect
chance to look inside ourselves and ask what drove
this individual to do this. How did Fairfield University fail this man? Why did the Jesuit message fail to
resonate? Hopefully, by answering these questions
we will be able to avoid this horrible situation in the
future.

The editorial represents the opinion of the
majority of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu
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English chair speaks out
To the Editor:

Grace and Consistency
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I am writing in response to
Kurt Heinold's letter to the Editor in the Mirror issue of Feb. 7,
2002. As Chair of the English
Department, I am very sorry that
Mr. Heinold did not bring this
matter to my attention last semester (Fall 2001). I would hope
that any student with concerns
about a course and/or professor
in my department would be
aware of the channels through
which to express complaints and
to see those concerns addressed.
While I understand the urge
to "vent" via the campus newspaper, to do so after-the fact and
without having first sought out
the Chair of the department is
not a productive way to proceed.
If Mr. Heinold felt that the professor involved was not performing her duties, he should first
have spoken with the professor

herself. If dissatisfied with the
response, his next step should
have been to come to me with
his complaints. I am obviously
distressed to learn that such a
situation existed; if informed at
the time, I would have immediately spoken with his professor to determine what was happening and to find ways to correct the problem.
It is hard to ascertain from
his letter whether Mr. Heinold
or others in the class actually
spoke with the professor about
the cancelled classes and other
concerns. Both the then-Director of Composition and the
Dean of Freshmen have informed me that Mr. Heinold did
not contact them, either, about
this situation. If those who are
available to help are not contacted, it is next to impossible
to redress the problem.
The accusations Mr.

Heinold makes late in his letter
are vague and unsubstantiated,
and thus hard to address. And
the threatening tone of his final
paragraph ("something must be
done to the English department") is not conducive to resolving a problem. I urge any
student with a serious complaint
about a class to speak first with
the professor; if that conversation does not solve the problem,
go to the Chair of the department; if even that step does not
lead to a resolution, then inform
the Chair that you plan to consult with the appropriate Dean.
You have many resources available to ensure that your education at Fairfield is indeed superb.
Sincerely,
Johanna X. K. Garvey
Chair, English Department

Long Island is sound
To the Editor:

less.

I am writing in response to
Ethan Fry's commentary in the
Jan. 31 edition of The Mirror.
Mr. Fry's entire article was just
one big put-down of Long Island. Of course, as one who has
lived there all her life, I took personal offense. I am in no way
saying that Long Island is the
greatest place to live, but it and
its residences do not deserve the
things that were said in that article.
Mr. Fry completely bashed
Long Island, but he did not give
any factual evidence for why he
believes it is ~ oh ~ how did he
so eloquently put it? Ah yes, the
"fifth ring of hell." The "mindless materialism" he says he experienced while spending time
with friends from Long Island
cannot be applied to all Long
Islanders. That would be like
saying all Southerners are
rednecks or believing that all
Russians are Commies. This just
is not so. True, Long Island does
have many wealthy neighborhoods where materialism t^nds
to run rampant, but it also has
its middle and lower class sections, as do most areas around
the country.
To make such a generalization of Long Island and the
people who live there is mind-

Of course there are people
like those Mr. Fry spoke of. I
grew up with some of them. I
am from one of those wealthy
towns where many of the
people have money and talk of
nothing else but their vacations
here and there and what car
their 'daddies' were going to
buy them next.
Although I was surrounded by people like this my
whole life, I am quiet different
from them. I do not vacation
in the Hamptons or Montauk
and I have not been corrupted
by the materialism Mr. Fry
spoke of.
And contrary to your belief, Mr. Fry, a large number of
Long Islanders are not how you
picture them to be. Mr. Fry, if
I'm not mistaken, you live in
Connecticut. Connecticut in
itself is quite a wealthy state,
am I right? In fact, there are
some towns in Connecticut
where the wealth is equal to or
surpasses the wealth of many
towns on Long Island.
Now, would I be right to
say that perhaps in these
wealthy towns there too could
be much materialism among
residences? Or are the wealthy
of Connecticut a different
breed than that of Long Island?
I highly doubt it. See, the kind

of attitude you think is reserved
for Long Islanders can be found
all over the country and even the
world. Why limit it all to one
little area?
Have you even been to
Long Island Mr. Fry? You must
have, to be able to write such
an in-depth article about it and
its people. But really, I think
it's sad that in this day and age
and at a school like Fairfield
where we are all suppose to be
'enlightened minds,' a person
could make such a harsh generalization that is based not on
truth, but rather on experiences
he has had with only a small
number of people.
If everyone followed your
example, think of how the world
would be. And who are you to
decide who is decent or not?
Judging from your article, it is
a good thing you do not decide.
In conclusion, I would like to
thank you for writing your article. It just proves that ignorance still exists, even among
young, educated minds.
Sincerely,
Kate Meyer
satire (n.)
La.
A literary work in
which human vice or folly is
attacked through irony,
derision, or wit.
www. dictionary, com
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Valentine's Day: the myth, the legend
BY GWEN NOLAN

Yes, it's that time of year again.
Either you are one of the lucky few who
go out and buy anything and everything
pink and red for their loved one, or
you're one of the many who sit and
watches as the nightmare of Valentine's
Day comes and goes. No longer is
Valentine's Day a day to be enjoyed by
all. It has become a holiday when
couples drown themselves with cliches
of love and singles drown their woos
with the bottle.
Where did it all go wrong? What
happened to the day when everyone in
your homeroom gave everyone else a
Valentine's Day card? Even if I was
the ugliest girl in the class, I still was
guaranteed a valentine from the class
cutie. Maybe the box of tear-away-

snoopy-cards were a couple bucks less
that the dozen red roses, but does that
make them any less special?
The fun of having a crush on
Valentine's Day has lost
it's splendor. Don't get
me wrong, it's still fun to
walk by your crush
maybe catching a brief
"hello" on the way to
class. The reality is, no
matter how optimistic
you choose to be on
Valentine's Day, your
crush isn't going to leave
a card or flower on your
homeroom desk.
There are some small
distractions that can dull the blade of being single on V-Day. It is inevitable that
every restaurant will be full on Valen-

tine's Day, either with couples or groups
of girls deciding to join forces against
their depression and go out for a healthy
girl's night out. Mom and Grandma
might even remember to
send you a card reminding you just how much
they love you. You're
sure to appreciate your
family cards as you go to
your mailbox and see the
never ending line of
people waiting to pick up
a sent package or flowers from their loved one.
It's as though you're
short and your walking
around on a holiday that
celebrates being tall, your bound to feel
out of place. Despair not though, for this
too shall pass. Make yourself feel bet-

ter by realizing that you are not spending obscene amounts of money to prove
to someone you care. If you're really
bold, go up to your crush, if he/she
doesn't know who you are, introduce
yourself, if they do know who you are
create some sort of interesting dialogue.
One that you'd be proud to run back and
disclose to your roommate.
As we get older Valentine's day gets
more complicated and more depressing.
The simple joys of a snoopy card on your
homeroom desk have long gone. But
who says that we can't still go back to
the simple thrills of having a crush on
Valentine's day? Don't sit and watch this
ridiculous holiday pass you by with a grimace. Muster some courage and give
yourself something to smile about. At
least get a good giggle in this year. Good
luck and Happy Valentine's Day to all!

I didnt just receive love on Valentine's Day, I sold it
BY ETHAN FRY

I once worked in a card store.
This fact in and of itself is nothing
extraordinary, except for the fact that in
the course of my employment there, I
was made privy to a most peculiar sort
of activity every time Feb. 14 rolled
around on the calendar.
It was on this day, Valentine's Day
of course, that an almost clarion call
boomed across the earth, and men of all
kinds scurried hurriedly into the store
to plop down their crisp, newly ATMdispensed $20 bills in exchange for
some empty token of love to give to
their significant other.
On these days, when I wasn't ringing up obscene, cliched and obnoxious
greeting cards mass-produced by a

bunch of hacks somewhere in the Midwest United States, I spent my time ruminating on what Valentine's Day has become in our society.
Far from its origins in early Christian Rome, when, legend has it, the real
St. Valentine was martyred for having
views on marriage which were different
to Emperor Claudius II, our modern
Valentine's Day is nothing more than a
symptom of our diseased "culture," a way
of life polluted by fast food, boy bands
and cheap sentimentalism, a society fast
losing any vestige of decency it might
have once possessed.
Am I the only one who thinks it's a
depressingly sad state of affairs when our
feelings, our closest contacts with the
ones we love, are mass-produced?
These giant card conglomerates are

We asked you for Girl
Scout Cookies last year
To the Editor:
On Sunday, Feb. 3, my daughter
had the opportunity to attend the Second Annual National Girl's and
Women's Sports Day that was held at
the RecPlex and co-sponsored by
Fairfield University and the Girl
Scouts.
Female athletes from soccer, volleyball, basketball, tennis, golf, crew,
swimming, lacrosse, field hockey, softball, and cross country volunteered
their time to give the young Girl Scouts

some early-age exposure to sports that
are now available to them.
I would like to thank every athlete
and administrator who made this such a
fine event. Once again, Fairfield University and its students were able to shine
as wonderful role models to the youth
of our town. I speak for all who attended
when I say thank you. Continue the great
work. It really makes a difference.
Thank you,
Christine D'Ascenzo, '86

nothing more than modern day Cyrano
de Bergeracs, giving us empty vehicles
of emotions to use as a means to an end.
Just what have we become as a society
when even our most intimate correspondences are store-bought?
I'll tell you what we have become.
We have become drones, mindlessly adhering to the norm for reasons of sex,
money, or whatever else satisfies our
empty corporal needs until the next holiday rolls around the calendar.
We have become empty vessels,
soulless slugs whose brains have been
so reduced to mindless drudgery that we
are no longer capable of even conveying raw emotions to one another. In
short, we have become inhuman corporate sycophants, obsessed with everything but actual substance.

. So, as we celebrate this Valentine's
Day this year, maybe a bit of introspection is warranted.
Maybe we should all, in the wake
of such drama and near tragedy on Tuesday, just take a step back from our sheltered existences and be honest with ourselves and our loved ones.
Everyone always says "It's the
thought that counts" when holidays roll
around. This is obviously not the case.
In this day and age, we buy and sell our
thoughts and expressions at the corner
store.
But this year on Valentine's Day,
maybe we can all learn a lesson from one
another and just give a simple message
of love and gratitude to our loved ones.
I think St. Valentine himself would approve.

Online poll results
Question:What are you doing
this Valentine's Day?
Hiding under a pile of coats.

24%
Romantic dinner.

27%
Partying with friends.
36%
Reading The Mirror cover to cover.
14%

Goto The
Mirror
online for
next week's
question!
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yeifcta of tte Wetk;
What would be your Valentine's dream date?
by Amy Torchen & Virginia Meade

"I'd take Cameron Diaz to
Victoria s Secret."

"I'd take Jennifer Love
Hewitt to my dorm. I have
a single "
- Jeremy Sawyer, '04

"It would be Shakira-she
could speak to me in Spanish, whenever, wherever."
- Paul Robinson, '04

"John Travolta and we 'd
go dancing."
- Stacy Olimpia, '03

- Chris Dara, '02

"Double date with Mary
Kate and Ashley
Olsen...Michele grew up!"

"Josh Hartnett...we would
fly to Florida and have a
picnic on the beach."
- Ciara Daly, '05

Tom Hansbury and
Kevin Burke, '04

"My boy friend...dinner and
a movie (Ed's note:
awwww...)"
- Jeannie Pilkerton, '04
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History's
consequences
BY CHAD PUCLOWSKI

tfow cfo you fcnow tfrat
you are in (o\/e?
By Kevin Estela
When will I know I'm in love? I
know that there are not a lot of people
out there that actually take the term
love seriously. You know the type, the
kind of people that throw the term out
like a worm on a hook waiting for a
bite in return. The type that hold hands
just to show everyone they are together
and constantly are displaying public
displays of affection. Please!! Get a
life. This may be my opinion of puppydog love now, but it will change lovebirds.
I think that eventually this rhinoceros will fall for some girl too. My
difference is I'm not going to fall for
someone at first sight or because I need
someone to add excitement to my life.
Love for me is going to be final and
will end my rock star party life.
Before I drop the "L bomb", I want
to make sure that the girl is the one I
will be with forever. As big of a pig as
I can be, I still have some standards.
I'm not going to use the term "love" as
a passport into a girl's pants. That's just
evil.
You have your single life to see
what kinds of girls are out there and
before you settle down check out the
variety. Blonde, brunette, red head, tall,
short, sweet, obnoxious, thin, pleasingly plump, every girl is different so
see what you like. Don't wait until
marriage to realize you want something
else. You should be serious about
someone you love and if you do cheat
on your wife or kids, you should be
covered with frosting and served to
Rosie O'Donnell. I don't need to say
what would happen then, cause it's
uglyWhen I am in love you will know.
I won't be donning any more saran
wrap or tin foil bikinis. I won't party
as much and maybe I'll give up some
of the pastimes that make me happy.
After all, what is important is that the
two of you are willing to sacrifice for
each other. If that means giving up
midget tossing for a dream girl who
will be good to me and our kids, it's
worth it.
Happy Valentines Day boys and
girls. Have fun now because eventually, you will be a dorky hand holder
but for the right reason: Love.

By Maria DeRuccio
Do you find yourself dreamy eyed
over a certain somebody? Do you
doodle little hearts in your notebook?
Are you excited about (ugh!)
Valentine's Day? Hmm, yeah, you're
probably in love or on the brink of.
When you completely abandon
your former 'love sucks' lifestyle, you
know you're in love. Going out and
getting loaded, just hoping to bump into
some crush, isn't on your list of priorities. You're probably not the wild and
crazy kid you use to be, because you're
really only looking for special attention from one person in particular.
And speaking of going out, it's not
as fun because sometimes you'd feel
perfectly happy staying in and watching some cheesy chick flick like "Bed
of Roses" just because it reminds you
of him. Your friends get bored with you
because you're not the party girl they
once knew. And if your man is not out
with you, you can't wait to go home
and hear his voice on the other end of
the phone.
You know you're in love when
you'll bring up his name every chance
you get, incorporating him into every
conversation. Trying to make it feel
like he's right there with you, no matter how annoying it is to the listener.
One of the best ways I know I'm
in love is when after weeks, months,
years or however long we've been together,*! still get a little light headed
when he leans in and kisses me.
I think when you're in love, you
will unconsciously alter your lifestyle
to include another person in it. The
other person doesn't need to be perfect
and neither do you, you both love each
other without any conditions or concern. You basically mutate into this
person you never wanted to be, but the
funny part is, you don't mind it at all.
The more I think about it, I guess
you know you're in love when no matter how hard you try to explain, no one
will ever understand what you mean.
Basically because falling in love is personal between you and him.
So, Happy Valentine's Day. To the
singles, party and have fun. To the
couples, be smoochy and gross... in private. And for me, I'm hoping for a John
Cusack sappy kind of day, how embarrassing!

To know how little you know is at
once both a liberating and humbling experience. During my time here at
Fairfield, and for most of my life in general, I have focused on philosophy and
the natural sciences, more specifically
biology. Unfortunately, due to my specialization of studies, I have horribly neglected my knowledge of history, in general. Most of the time, I don't think about
its affect on my daily life, because after
all,
it's
merely
dates
and
memorization...or so I told myself. By
relegating this subject under the mental
filing system of'meaningless', I thereby
convinced myself that I knew enough. I
was sure that an ignorance of the past
was acceptable, and furthermore, did not
realize the intricate manner in which my
knowledge of myself, my field of study
and of my culture was so strongly interwoven with history. A woman by the
name of Sara Noble was going to change
that, speaking to me indirectly across the
gap of centuries.
We all occupy a point in space and
time, and that place is profoundly unique
to each of us as persons. Looking forward, we find place for our goals, our
hopes and our desires, while looking
back through the ebb and flow of time,
we find the foundation of our past. And
while history is an invaluable tool to give
a sense of heritage, of identity and of
memory, sometimes that history has to
be viewed with a critical eye.
The New Milford Spectrum ran an
article entitled, "Sara Noble Sculpture
Under Fire" on the first of this month.
The general gist is that some parents, our
Dr. Peter Bayers among them, are arguing that a statue entitled "Sara Noble and
Friends" on display at the Sara Noble Intermediate School in New Milford imparts improper stereotypes about Native
Americans and therefore it should be re-

moved or altered. It's a simple statue,
which shows Sara Noble reading to two
Native Americans, and at first glance I
could find nothing about it that was in
any way offensive. But I was forgetting history.
The reason that I did not find that
particular statue offensive, and why I expect most people don't actually, is because I am a product of an already biased system. The history we are taught
as we are growing up is far from objective. It's hard to expect that it would be
- as it's written by the victors. Just
within our country, some history books
read north of the Mason-Dixon treat the
Civil War much differently than some
books read to the south. You can be sure
that British history texts don't point to
the American Revolution as our shedding a tyrant. And furthermore, if any
of them do, I'm willing to bet it's not
with the same spirit our text books do.
The fact that I was not offended by the
statue, and that many others were not as
well is the problem. For many, it may
simply be because they don't know the
history surrounding it. What's worse is
that, for those who do have some rudimentary knowledge of history, it may
be quite biased.
The first step is to know your history. That is the most fundamental necessity.
The second step is to not only recognize the internal bias that is there, but
to work to remedy that bias in future
treatments of the history text.
History will always be heavily reliant on perspective, and while it may
just be the empirical scientist in me
screaming to get out, I believe that to
not be as objective as possible and treat
all the facts fairly is unacceptable. It
undermines the endeavor of history itself, and weakens the foundation that
our history provides us in the current
day.

The statue depicting Nobel with native Americans.
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ntertainment
First comes "Knock Three Times,"
a remake of the Tony Orlando and Dawn
song. While the song makes a valient
effort to create a modern sounding version, and succeeds in some areas, it still
pales by comparison to the original story.
"M.Y.O.B." both leads and ends the
CD, which is also a shame because the
song is probably the weakest on the disc.
The dance version at the end does compensate for some of the weakenesses of
the original song, but there's too much
at play here that doesn't work, especially
the children's chior that is featured
throughout the track.
Deborah's career has been a long
and winding one. She was signed to Atlantic Records when she was 16, quickly
becoming the youngest singer to write,
sing, and producer a #1 hit. "Foolish
Beat" was one of just many successful
songs she released in the late 80s, which
included "Lost in your Eyes" and "Shake
Your Love."
When music took an abrupt right
turn towards the sound of bands like Nirvana, Deborah found her label quick to
abandon her hit-making track. Her label lost faith, thinking she would quickly
fade to black.
She did no such thing, instead turning to theater, providing memorable
roles in "Beauty and the Beast,"
"Grease," "Gypsy," and other successful endeavors.
She continued to record CDs
throughout the 90s as well, but this time
she took matters into her own hands and
recorded on her own label. Her music
has begun to be noticed again in recent
years, beginning in 1997 with the song
"Only Words," which made inroads in
dance circles.
The momentum continued with
"What You Want," which got major airplay at influential stations like WKTU
in New York.
With her latest CD, Deborah continues
to show she's got the stuff to sell
lad that leaves the carrying of the tune to
CDs.
But like many independent reDeborah, who pulls out all the stops with
a gusto of someone who's had a lot of leases, a little tweaking is probably in
order.
experience in the industry.
"In Blue" is another memorable
track, with a percussion-emphasiszed
song that works well against her voice.
The song, which has the familiarity of
an early Sade song, pulls together the
right elements for giveing the album
something different, albeit kind of late
to keep the first part from sounding so
similar. The trend follows into her next
song, "Jaded," which is more powerful
but has a similar feel. These two songs
seem to help build the album to the
cresendo of the last pair of songs, but
C/3
3
unfortunately fails due to those end
o
o
o
tunes.
n
The CD in general, up to "In Blue,"
flows well together because it all sounds
so similar. "In Blue" and "Jaded" were
a great right turn for the album, but come
late and are so strong it leads you to wonder why they didn't at least make the
middle of the pack. The way the CD ends
causes their influence to be lost quickly.

Oh Deborah!
The 'Electric Youth' ofDebbie Gibson is back
BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL

In the late 1980s, listeners were lost
in her eyes. Now, a little more grown
up, Deborah Gibson (remember when
we knew her as Debbie?) has produced
a new CD which is a little more modern, a little more grown up, but still simply Deborah.

fl2cData
Grade:
Gr
BArtist:
Deborah Gibson
CD: M.Y.O.B.
Label: Golden Egg
Records

Deborah's latest CD is called
"M.Y.O.B.," which is short for mind
your own business. However, when it
comes to her latest album, you might just
want to take a look at her anyway.
Her CD continues a trend that she's
followed with her albums throughout the
years, including catchy hooks, the continuous towing of the line between teen
pop and adult contemporary music, and
the very hands-on approach that's helped
her score numerous chart wins over the
years.
The tracks on the CD are varied, but
they continue to stick well within the
familiarity of previous albums. First
single "What You Want" pulls all the
punches, with a memorable beat, topnotch vocals, and a delectable chorus.
The same can be said for her second
single, "Your Secret," which has a slight
dance edge that is reminiscent of many
of her earlier club successes.
On the ballad side, she doesn't disappoint either. "Wishing You Were
Here," written by her and Wilson Phillips
alum Chynna Phillips, is a powerful bal-
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California Lovin
Cali student, Matt Nathanson, draws crowds to Fairfield's Acoustic Cafe
BY KRISTEN DELANEY

He takes the stage with baggy cargo
pants and a long sleeve T-shirt. His hair
is spiked up and unruly, and he smiles
charismatically as he engages the crowd
in his slang-ridden "rad" speech.
While he presents the demeanor of
a regular person, don't let Matt
Nathanson's laid back and humorous
disposition fool you - he is an extremely
talented and profound musical force to
be reckoned with.
Relocating to California for college
and now settled there, Nathanson makes
his way to the East Coast on tour every
couple of months. He has played twice
this year at the Acoustic Cafe in Bridgeport, drawing many Fairfield students to
his shows.
"I first saw him open for Howie Day
in New York and I loved him," said
sophomore Will Kroll. "I am particularly
impressed with his ability to play the
crowd. He seems to have such a good
time on stage, which makes the show
much better than other artists."
"He is so amazing," said senior Ali
Novotny. "He is so real, humble, and
talented. I am usually intimidated by
such talented people, but he is very approachable. He shares his personal experiences openly and delves into his insecurities which makes him human."
With four studio albums to his
name, and a fifth on the way, Nathanson
is the epitome of a modern singer/
songwriter, void of the arrogance that
sometimes accompanies the title.
Although Nathanson said he started
writing music as far back as the sixth
grade, it wasn't until he picked up an
acoustic guitar that he got into the "song
writer thing" and began expressing himself through songs.
Nathanson feels that it is more than
the melody that carries a song. "Though
we do feel the Jovi when he rocks us,
it's not the most expressive in terms of
lyrics," he said.
While Nathanson said he always
knew that he wanted to do something
with music, it wasn't until his sophomore
year of college that he became "really
locked down", and began interning at
record labels in order to understand the
business.
In an industry so concerned with
style, Nathanson's music presents an
honest and human expression: lyrics with
which you can relate,
and melodies that stick
in your head but that
aren't trite. Nathanson
said that he doesn't just
sit down and five minutes later he has a song
written. He said that for
him, writing songs is
more of a process on
which he takes a long
time.
"The first thing
that comes out of my
mouth is cheese," said
Nathanson. "I got to
work through the cheese
and work through what
I'm trying to say. It

Simply casual and laid back, Nathanson still rocks!
might be to my detriment that I try to do
that stuff, but it's really more of a process. I'm always consistently refining
and pulling words out and putting words
in."
"It's like rewriting an essay, you
shift things and make them better," he
said. "Sometimes I think it works, and
sometimes I think I work things to death,
and I say 'oh that was an idea that I totally strangled'."
While many of his songs are deeply
personal, Nathanson said that when he
looks "directly at what I'm trying to ex-

press, I can never do it." He finds that
other art -movies, stories, other recordsare inspiring catalysts that spur his writing flow.
It is his concentration and perfection of his lyrics that many fans and students feel a connection with.
"His music is so poetic and I can
relate to his experiences," said Novotny.
Kroll agrees. "The music is honest,"
he said. "His lyrics always have a point.
They aren't just words that rhyme. They
serve a purpose."
In the song "Miracles", Nathanson

sings about his brother, whose parents'
lofty expectations inadvertently propel
him into a life of self-indulgence and destruction.
He sings, "He was groomed for
greatness from the time he was young/
Raised on a diet of television/ he was
taught to listen, kept dumb/ and he welcomed desire and reckless luxury/ and
the world soaked up every drop of drama
and insecurity/ They dressed him up in
rich man's clothes/ and told him he was
beautiful/ then they expected miracles."
The song showcases Nathanson's
soft and truthful voice, acoustic guitar
and a studio band. The music slows dramatically during the chorus to emphasize the words, and climaxes after to
deepen the overall feeling of the song,
clearly appealing to "all ranges of emotion. While the albums are backed with
a studio band, Nathanson's music is just
as good live and solo, opening up the
songs to even more candor and feeling.
Nathanson's sound is comparable to
Howie Day and John Mayer, who are
other acoustic solo musicians with which
Nathanson has toured. Other acts that he
has played with include Jewel, David
Gray, Julia Fordham, and countless others.
"It's embarrassing actually,"
Nathanson said. "Everybody I play with
is always famous. That's just how it goes.
It's always staggering when I think of it,
but then it gets depressing." Nathanson
said that he thinks sometimes, if he opens
for a large act, "this is a career making
show," but then he realizes he plays 300
career making shows a year, so it puts it
in perspective.
One recent commercial success that
Nathanson has had is having his song
"Loud" featured on one of this season's
episodes of "Dawson's Creek."
"When it was on, it was one time in
my life that I've ever felt not jaded," said
Nathanson. "I was just psyched on it.
When things like that happen, like playing shows with Jewel or anything really
cool, I can think my way out of it and
say 'Oh, it won't be that cool.' I can't
get too excited about things that happen
because I'm afraid that I'll get wrapped
around an event and give it too many
expectations and not focus on what's
important."
Nathanson said that having his song
play during one of the shows was a moment where he felt sheer excitement, partially because it is
a nationally broadcast program
but also because "Dawson's
Creek is rad," he said. "I really do dig the show. I'm such
a 13 year-old girl," he laughed.
While one of his songs did
premiere on the show,
Nathanson said that commercial success, radio play, and being signed onto big name labels isn't the end all be all in
terms of his success.
"What is important is
what I'm trying to focus on life," he said. "What's important is that you dig who you
are and what you're doing the
gradual climb to the middle or
wherever I'm going is fun."
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Love is all you need
7 am Sam brings heart-felt emotion to the movie screen
BY KRISTEN DELANEY

All you need is love.
Lyrics written by music legend
John Lennon, the words take on a new
meaning and mantra in the recent movie
release, "I Am Sam".
The film depicts the life and ensuing court battle of Sam Dawson (Sean
Penn), a man with the mental capacity
and naivete of a seven year-old child.
Sam has a child with a homeless
woman, who abandons them right after
delivery, placing the responsibility and
care in the hands of the mentally challenged man. With the help of his agoraphobic (fear of leaving a safe place)
neighbor Annie, played by Dianne West,
Sam raises the child. He names her Lucy
Diamond Dawson after the Beatles song
"Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds".
A Beatles fan and connoisseur,
Sam's apartment is adorned with posters and he is constantly making references to Beatles lyrics in his life situations. In one classic scene, Sam and his
group of friends are out purchasing shoes
for little Lucy. After pooling their money
together to give the exact change, they
all get balloons and walk through the
crosswalk single file, like a modern day
Abby Road picture.
Although Lucy does realize that her
father is different from others in his mental capacity, she also realizes that he is
different in the unconditional love that
he freely gives her. While he may not be
able to calculate high multiplication and
gets confused easily, Sam is always
ready to play with Lucy in the park, or
support her during her class presentations.
Every night, Sam reads a story to
Lucy, usually Dr. Seuss' "Green Eggs
and Ham" which excites him because his
name is featured in the story.
However, an issue arises when
Lucy begins to intellectually succeed
Sam. When she brings home a book from
school, he is unable to read some of the
words. Lucy then decides that she does
not want to learn the words that her father can't, and she begins to deliberately
hold herself back in school.

Perm's character was portrayed realistically and professionally
After Sam is arrested for talking to
and trusting a prostitute, Family Services
begins to investigate his capabilities as
a parent, and decides that he is not a competent father. Lucy is put into foster care
during the court battle that results.
Sam enlists the help of Rita Harrison
(Michelle Pfeiffer), a high-pressure lawyer who takes on the responsibility of
the case to prove that she is capable of
doing pro bono work and is not just a
money hungry attorney.

At the start, Sam imposes himself
into her life and work, at many times disrupting other clients, and Rita is perturbed with his lack of social consciousness. However, as the film develops, she
concentrates on Sam and his battle, letting herself become completely emerged
in its tensions and relationships. While
she may have to abandon other clients
and prospects that would have given her
an extra dispensable dollar, she gains the
irreplaceable love and life outlook with
which Sam unconsciously pays her in return.
While there is a
central conflict between Sam and the
court authorities, it is
refreshing that there is
no main antagonist or
bully that threatens or
berates Sam. The
movie juxtaposes characters that seem to patiently help and genuinely care for Sam,
such as Annie and his
Starbucks boss, with
more harried characters, such as Rita, who
politely deal with Sam
but seem to be hassled
with his slow mind and
mannerisms.
Another group of
characters that pose a

dynamic bunch is Sam's circle of friends.
Some of the actors actually have mental
challenges, such as downs syndrome,
while others portray autism and paranoia. They present a powerful, and at
matty times comical, force in the movie.
One of the best scenes is when Sam
buys an answering machine so that he
will never miss a call from his daughter.
Sitting around the small table in his
apartment, the friends crowd around the
machine, deliberating and giving advice
to Sam as to what exact outgoing message he should record.
Too anxious, they would advise. Say
it like you're excited to hear from her,
they said. Finally the perfect recording
is made, echoing the excited and innocent voice of Sam, as the rest look on in
wonder and declare the recording as
"beautiful".
Throughout the movie, Penn's acting is phenomenal and should definitely
be Oscar-worthy. The portrayal of a
handicapped character has not been
handled as well since Leonardo
DiCaprio's depiction in "What's Eating
Gilbert Grape".
Penn nervously flutters his hands
and innocently opens his eyes as wide
as a confused child. His voice drawls on
in a loud manner of one without any
awareness of its volume. However, when
he goes into a tantrum, as much as you
wish you could be unconditionally patient, you can also relate to the characters that do not know how to respond.
But when you see the meticulous
perfection Sam devotes to simply arranging the sugar packets in Starbucks or the
strong love he has for his child, you cannot help but love him.
While there are about three times in
the movie where it seems like it is over
but then fades back in and keeps on going, the performances and story-line redeem this quality. "I Am Sam" is void
of the "movie magic" characteristic of
many films, and it instead presents a
more realistic and human setting with
occasional harsh and florescent lighting.
"I Am Sam" is a powerful movie that
shows how we should all step back from
our busy lives, and think more often "all
you need is love".
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Ace in the hole
New video game captures the essence of playing golf
BY JOSH O'CONNELL

The sun is shining, the lawns are
freshly mowed, and the alligators are
hungry.
In the game of golf, the only protection is your clubs.
While golf fans twiddle their
thumbs waiting for this on-again, offagain winter to end, fans
can take solace in the fact
that there's a new game
that will provide an entertaining 18 while the jackets remain easy to reach.
"SimGolf' is another
big win in the Sim line of
computer games, offering
many challenges while
keeping alive the general
spirit of the game..
The game provides
many different challenges, as do many games
in the Sim line. The first
major challenge is to actually build a golf
course. Unlike some of the other Sim
games, you have complete control over
what goes where, so you can place the
green, the fairway, the sand traps, the
water hazards, and many other different
golf course challenges and additions.
Your second challenge is to build up
your course's golf pro, which allows you
to be able to play other pros and raise

some extra cash. Your pro builds skills
based on good shots and course accomplishments.
The third challenge is to meet the
SimGolf Association standards for golf
course excellence. Doing such a thing
will invite tournaments, which will only
build your course's prestige and popularity.

your Sims happy, they will avoid your
course like the plague. The key is to keep
that happy balance.
Every addition you make can have
a positive and negative reaction at the
same time, in varying degrees of intensity. Building a marina, for example, will
make some richer players happy but will
anger other club members and will also

There are some interesting challenges, however. For one, when you start
the game you start with smaller plots of
land, which you have to add to and build
up on with a small amount of capital.
You also have to try to protect the animals that you're building around, like the
ducks, alligators, and flamingos, which
can also interfere with the game. And
as with all Sims games, if you don't keep

lower land values in the area. You can
provide golf carts, but not all players like
that concept.
The game offers enough different
elements to keep the game interesting for
hours, without too many things going on
at once to make it impossible to play.
The game's constant elevations of goals
and challenges make for a fun experience playing the game.

The famous and political figures
that visit your course and offer additions
add an element of luck to the game that
makes you hope you did the right thing
and are building in the right direction.
The fees that the Sims pay are based
on how happy they are with the course's
holes. If you keep the challenges interesting and different, and you keep things
fun for the players, you'll succeed
wildly, and boy do they pay.
($200 for a soda? $1000 for a
hole? You can rack up.)
Graphically the game retains
the Sim line's high quality and
feel, and as usual the diamondstyle grid gives you the perfect
view of what's going on. You can
watch your Sims play, see how
they're enjoying the course, and
listen to them tell you just how
good things are.
When you've mastered one
course and built it to your satisfaction, you can buy land in another part of the world and build up another course on the revenues you've
raised. This keeps things challenging by
keeping your creativity flow as you create another clever 18 holes.
The game's overall effect is one that
will make you want to dust offthe clubs.
SimGolf is easily one of the best new
games so far this year, and is strong
enough to keep you playing for months.
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SPORTS
Women's Basketball

Men's Basketball
Split pair of MAAC games last
week.

Falling Behind

Last Friday the Stags lost at Rider 73-59. Sam Spann and Ajou
Deng scored 15 and 14 points, respectively. The Stags rebounded
on Sunday by beating Siena 79-72 and won their second-straight
game on Tuesday by defeating Charleston Southern 70-55.
Fairfield is now 8-15 overall and 6-8 in the MAAC.

Last Thursday night in Albaffy the' Lady Stags lost to Siena 9485, depite 19 points from senior Megan Light. Fairfield came
home, but the result was the same, losing to Niagara 85-72.
Ayanna Brown had nine blocks in the game and continues to
lead the MAAC in blocked shots.

Upcoming Events:

Ice Hockey

Thursday, Feb. 14
Men's basketball vs. Marist, 8 pm
Women's basketball vs.Manhattan, 5:30 pm

leers skate to split
In another home and home
series, this time with Bentley,
the Stags traveled to Waltham,
MA and won last Friday 3-1, to
snap a seven game losing streak.
Saturday night Bentley came
out ready to play and beat the
red and white 5-4 in Bridgeport.

Friday, Feb. 15
Ice Hockey @ Army, 7 pm
Saturday, Feb. 16
Men's basketball @ Siena, 12 pm
Ice Hockey vs. Army , 8 pm
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Men's, women's netters look for momentum
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

Two home games remain for both
the men's and women's basketball teams,
starting with tonight's double-header
against two of the top MAAC contenders.
In the midst of the battle for MAAC
Tournament position, tonight's doubleheader is crucial for both teams as the
men play host to Marist while the women
face Manhattan starting at 5:30.
Marist is second in the league with
a 10-4 MAAC record including a 93-84
victory over the Stags on Jan. 26 in
Poughkeepsie, while the under-achieving Stags have a 6-8 conference record.
"We didn't play well down there the
last time, I didn't make it to the end of
it," said head coach Tim O'Toole, who
was ejected from the previous meeting
with Marist after receiving two technical fouls for arguing with the referees.
Despite the mediocre record, the
Stags have provided their fans with very
entertaining and unpredictable performances this season, including Fairfield's
new five-man rotation that looks more
like a hockey line-change than a basketball substitution.
"You get a chance to see some
whirly-bird things every night—and
that's entertainment," O'Toole said.
"[The five-man rotation] is who we are.
We have to keep it up. For what I have
to do, perusing through these numbers
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night in and night out-the best way our
team can play is by doing that."
Fairfield defeated Siena 79-72 on
Sunday in the team's first game with the
new look. It was the Stags' first win over
the Saints during O'Toole's four years
as head coach. The two sets of five players enabled 11 Stags to see playing time
while adding much needed energy and
enthusiasm on the court.
"We have a lot of talent on our
team," said senior Sam Spann, who
scored 13 points against Siena. "Coach
wanted to use everyone. It keeps everyone fresh. Everyone is capable of making things happen on this team."
In the first game of Sunday's
double-header, the Lady Stags lost to
Niagara behind a poor defensive effort
85-72. The undersized Purple Eagles
were out-rebounded by the Stags 44-32,
but were aided by 26 Fairfield turnovers
to get their sixth win of the year.
The Lady Stags have now lost twostraight and face Manhattan tonight who
beat the Stags 66-64 earlier this season.
The Jaspers are currently third in the
MAAC with an 8-6 record, while the
Stags sit in fourth with a 7-8 conference
record.
"It's a big game," said head coach
Dianne Nolan. "We're down right now.
This is a crucial game for us."
Fairfield's men won its secondstraight game on Tuesday, defeating
Charleston Southern 70-55 in front of a
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Captain Sam Spann will lead men's basketball tonight
small crowd because of the campus' hostage crisis.
The Stags won their eighth game of
the year overall, but Fairfield needs to
continue its recent resurgence in the
team's final three regular season games.

"The team just got together and
pulled together and decided the season
is not over yet," said Spann following
Sunday's game. "We are determined to
win right now—our backs are against
the wall."

Ice hockey scores
rare win vs. Bentley
After seven straight losses, Stags led
to victory on Lubinski gamewinner
BY BRIAN RIO

After losing seven straight, the
Fairfield ice hockey squad pulled it together to defeat Bentley 3-1 on Friday.
The Stags struck first late in the
opening period as a scrum in front of the
goal led to a Casey Laflamme tally, assisted by Jim Lubinski and Tim
Desmarais.
But the real fireworks came in the
second period as ten penalties were
called and Lubinski scored what would
be the game-winner. Six minutes in,
Desmarais forced a turnover in the neutral zone that ignited a two-on-one break,
and Lubinski cleaned up on a Laflamme
wrister that snuck by Bentley's goalie.
The Falcons scored early in the final period, but Fairfield's defense held
strong and an empty-netter by Rae Metz
finished them off. Freshman Michael
Wolfe stopped 22 shots to get the win in
goal, and Laflamme ended up with three
points for the Stags off a goal and two
assists.
The victory celebration would be

short-lived, however, as the winning
streak ended at one just 24 hours later
against the same opponent in Bridgeport. The Stags relinquished two-goal
leads on two occasions, allowing the
Falcons to score three straight in the last
period. Fairfield out-shot the visitors but
could not convert on the power-play,
coming up dry eight times. The weekend split leaves the Stags tied with
Bentley for last in the MAAC with eight
points.
With six games left, the Stags sit at
the bottom of the conference standings
with the odds growing of being on the
outside looking in for conference tournament.
Fairfield plays three of six against
teams with losing MAAC records, and
three of these final games are at home.
The Stags face Army at the Wonderland
of Ice on Saturday at 8:00pm.
The final two home games are at
the Arena at Harbor Yard as Fairfield
takes on powerhouse Quinnipiac, next
Friday at 7:00 p.m. and finishes up
against Holy Cross on March 2, also at
7:00 p.m..
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If you build it, they will come
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Attendance on the rise in arena's tip-off season
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

The move by Fairfield's basketball
teams to the new Arena at Harbor Yard
in Bridgeport has been a successful one
for the Stags, who have already drawn
more fans than all of last year at Alumni
Hall.
Despite mediocre seasons for both
the men's and women's teams, Fairfield
has one of the top average attendance
rates in the MA AC.
"It's attributable to the fact that
we've gone out to a broader community," said Director of Athletics Eugene
Doris. "The goal was to start to draw
people in because of where the arena is
located."
"When the winning isn't happening, the walk-up [rate] is a little more
difficult to get," Doris said. "We didn't
know what it was going to be like coming in. In general, I'm pleased. We were
hoping to average around 2,500
[people]."
So far this season the Fairfield men
rank second in the MAAC with an average attendance of 2,892. The men have
drawn a total of 26,025 people in nine
home games. The Lady Stags are first
in the league with an average attendance
of 2,130 and a total of 21,302 fans in ten
games.

However, since seven games have
been double-headers, where the total
number of people that attended both
games is recorded for each individual
game, the women's average and total
attendance can be deceiving.
"I think there are 25 people [in the
stands] when we come out of the locker
room," said women's head coach Dianne
Nolan. "But by halftime, we have a good
crowd, and it's a totally different atmosphere. The 5:30 start is just too early."
However, improved plans for next
year that include changing the women's
tip-off to six o'clock may increase attendance in Fairfield's sophomore season at the arena.
"Because of the American Hockey
League's schedule, we didn't get a lot
of weekend dates at the arena this year,"
Doris said. "But we have considerable
more weekend opportunities next year
than we did this year. Hopefully the
MAAC, when they put their schedule
together, will coordinate those dates."
Fairfield drew above average
crowds in its only two weekend games
this year, including close to 5,000 fans
on Feb. 2 against Manhattan.
But problems between arena security and the "super-fan" contingent when
one member was ejected from a game
earlier this year have resulted in a lower

student turnout recently.
"If our fans are being loud—as long
as its not distasteful like its Mardi Gras
or acting belligerently—I'm all for it,"
said men's head coach Tim O'Toole. "I
wish those people with the painted faces
would come back."
The limited student interest can be
attributed to the Stags lack of games
against the region's bigger named
schools.
"We have an unbelievably tough
time getting games. Schools don't want
to play us," O'Toole said. "To give you
an example: John Calipari at Memphis
has $300,000 in his budget to go out and
buy games."
"It's really hard to get home games
unless you're buying them," O'Toole
said. "We don't have the money to go
out and get teams to come here."
Many Division I programs around
the country offer incentives to play
against them. The University of Maine
offers $ 10,000 and two nights in a hotel
to go up there and play them. Marshall
University has a $35,000 guarantee
while the University of Illinois will pay
$50,000 to play them.
Despite Fairfield's limited funds,
the St. John's men and Penn State's
women will be coming to the arena to
play the Stags next year. O'Toole, a

former assistant coach at Duke, is also
planning to play the Blue Devils in each
of the next three years, with Duke coming to the Arena at Harbor Yard in two
years.
"It's already in the works," O'Toole
said. "It's just a matter of scheduling. It
would be a three-year deal like we have
with Michigan."
Although Fairfield's decision to
play its games off-campus was initially
met with skepticism, the Stags have so
far silenced their critics and look to build
on this first year at the arena in the upcoming seasons.
"I think we're down to a comfortable situation where our figures are coming out to where we're breaking even financially this year," Doris said. "We've
taken our season ticket base from 550 to
somewhere around 1,100. With both
teams having their best years ahead of
them, we just need to build on this base."

INSIDE SPORTS
Basketball teams host
double-header against
Manhattan and Marist
tonight, p. 19

